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Abstract
We report an investigation into how constraint solving techniques can be used to search
for patterns in sequences (or strings) of symbols over a nite alphabet. We dene a
constraint-based structure description language for biosequences, and give the denition of
an algorithm to solve the structure searching problem as a CSP. The methodology which
we have developed is able to describe the two-dimensional structure of biosequences, such
as tandem repeats, stem loops, palindromes and pseudo-knots. We also report on an
implementation of the language in the constraint logic programming language clp(FD),
with test results of a simple searching algorithm, and ideas for an implementation of the
CSP structure searching algorithm in C++.
Keywords: constraints, biostructures, description language, searching.
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1 Introduction
The aim of the work described in this paper is to investigate how constraint solving techniques
can be used to search for structural patterns in sequences (or strings) of symbols over a nite
alphabet . The main motivation is searching in biological sequences, and also in providing
high-level descriptions of biosequence database contents, but we believe that programs for
searching for such patterns also might be useful in other areas as well, e.g. signal processing
or treating of acoustics data.
We dene a pattern as consisting of a logical expression on components and a set of unary
and binary constraints on the components where a component is a description of a string of
symbols. An input string S matches a pattern if for each component it contains a substring
matching that component, such that all the constraints are satised.
A pattern can contain constraints > of ve types. There can be constraints on the
(1) length of a substring to match a specic component,
(2) distance (in the input string) between substrings to match the dierent components of a
pattern,
(3) contents of a substring to match a component, e.g. the second symbol should be an a or
a t.
(4) positions on the input string where a particular component can match,
(5) correlation between two substrings matching dierent components, e.g. the substrings
should be identical, or the reverse of each other.
We also dene three associated classes of patterns
 Sequential: patterns which do not include a correlation constraint. The patterns in
the PROSITE data base [BBH95a] are examples of this class, for example [AC]-x(2,3)-D
describing a pattern comprising three components, the rst being an A or a C, the second
of length 2 or 3 and the last being of a D.
 Pure structural: patterns including at least one correlation constraint and no content
constraints. One example is repetition, where the substrings matching two dierent
components must be identical. Another example is a palindrome, two consecutive sub-
strings of equal length must be the reverse of each other.
 Structural: patterns having at least one correlation constraint and one content constraint.
One example is a palindrome, beginning with an a.
In terms of formal languages, the expressive power of sequential patterns is within that of
the regular languages (not including Kleene closure), while structural patterns may describe
context-free languages (e.g., stem-loops), or even languages beyond the expressive power of
context-free grammars (e.g, repeats or pseudo-knots). As upper bounds on the length of
biological sequences can be assumed, this is not strictly true (as all nite languages are regular),
but we also require that the language description should be in some sense `compact'.
We investigate structural patterns, but we have put restrictions on the allowed constraints:
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 The length, position and distance constraints must be specied by intervals, and we
represent these using nite domains over integers.
 The content constraints use sets, where a set species which symbols can be in a con-
strained position since  is nite but unordered.
 The correlations (relations) are binary, and are between components for which the match-
ing substrings must be of equal length since these relations are recursively applied to
character pairs, one member of each pair from each substring.
We dene a language to specify structural patterns. Although several such languages are
already dened (see Section 3.1), in contrast to our language most of them do not permit
the description of general structural patterns. However, the essential novelty in our work is
the method used for searching for matching substrings in the input string. We dene the
patterns in a declarative way and show a naive method for solving it using Constraint Logic
Programming. We then describe a possible implementation using techniques from solving
Constraint Satisfaction Problems, which will be more ecient.
2 Biological motivation
Biological macromolecules, DNA's, RNA's, and proteins, are chains of relatively small organic
molecules. The dierent types of these organic molecules are few { there are 4 dierent bases
for DNA's and RNA's and 20 dierent amino-acids for proteins. A macromolecule can be
coded as a string over an alphabet of size 4 (for DNA/RNA), or 20 (for proteins) starting from
one end of the chain and moving towards the other. The strings for DNA/RNA molecules are
called nucleotide sequences, and each element in such a sequence is called a base. The strings
for protein molecules are called protein sequences, and each element in such a sequence is an
amino-acid (residue). Collectively nucleotide and protein sequences, are called bio-sequences,
or just sequences. Sometimes we will also refer to them simply as strings.
Watson and Crick discovered in 1953 that DNA forms a double helix where a base in one strand
is bonded to a complementary base in the other strand (chain), and the so-called Watson-Crick
base pairs are a-t and g-c. The bases in RNA molecules can form bonds a-u and g-c in a similar
way. RNA and protein molecules fold into 3 dimensional structures enabling them to perform
their structural/functional role in the cell. The structures can be described at dierent levels.
For RNA molecules, the secondary structure is the collection of base pairs which are formed in
the folded molecule, and the tertiary structure is the complete 3 dimensional structure of the
folded molecule. For proteins, the secondary structure is a description of which parts of the
amino acid chain folds into alpha-helices and beta-sheets, which are stable local conformations
most often found in the core of the protein, and the tertiary structure is dened as for RNA
molecules.
An important problem in molecular biology is the prediction of the biological properties of a
macromolecule from its sequence, in particular the prediction of the structure and function of
an RNA molecule or a protein from its sequence. Proteins may be grouped into families where
the members of a family have similar structures. If the structure of one family member is
known, this helps in nding the structure of the other proteins in the family. Features that are
common to the sequences of the proteins in a family can be expressed in a pattern, and a new
sequence can be hypothesised to belong to the family if it ts the pattern. Most languages used
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Figure 1: Schematic gure of the zinc nger c2h2 motif (accession number PS00028 in PROSITE).
For this motif the sequential pattern C-x(2,4)-C-x(3)-[LIVMFYWC]-x(8)-H-x(3,5)-H has been dened.
(In the gure, x represents a position with any amino acid, and y a position with a more limited set of
alternatives.
c g x x
a-u u-a o-o o-o
g-c a-u o-o o-o
u-a g-c o-o o-o
c-g c-g o-o c-o
augc ggcau aggc ccgu xx xx xx xx
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
Figure 2: Illustration of structures and structural patterns: (i) and (ii) show two examples of
structures (stem loops) that might be equivalent in RNA molecules. Watson-Crick base pairing is
between a and u, and between g and c. Other base pairings are also possible. Figure (iii) shows a
possible representation of a pure structural pattern matching the structures (i) and (ii). The pattern
can also be called a consensus for the structures in (i) and (ii). The o and x symbols each match
any one nucleotide symbol, and pairs of o symbols which are connected with a dash (-) should match
pairs of symbols that can base pair. The x symbols are wildcards - one x matches any one symbol.
Figure (iv) shows a structural pattern equivalent to the pattern shown in (iii) except that the rst
nucleotide in the rst part of the stem has to be a c { a restriction on the content of the substrings to
match the pattern.
to dene patterns for protein sequences permit only the denition of (what we have called)
sequential patterns. Sequential patterns give sucient expressive power to describe sequence
features that are characteristic for many protein families. This is illustrated by the PROSITE
protein family database which gives descriptive patterns for most of its families [BBH95a]. See
Figure 1 for an example of a pattern from the PROSITE database.
For describing patterns in RNA sequences, one needs to include dependencies between indi-
vidual letters because the base-pairing interactions (most importantly a-u, g-c and g-u) play
a dominant role in determining RNA structure and function [SBH
+
94]. Figures 2 (i) and (ii)
shows two stem-loops (dened later) that might be structurally and functionally equivalent
in RNA molecules. It does not matter which bases (symbols) are present in the sequence in
order for a stem-loop to be formed, as long as the sequence contains two substrings of some
minimum and identical lengths and which are reverse complement of each-other. We will call
such patterns of dependencies structures in the sequences, and note that such patterns can be
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described using structural patterns as dened in the Introduction. We can also describe other
structures found in RNA and DNA molecules such as clover-leafs and pseudo-knots. Finding
a match to a structural pattern in an RNA sequence does not imply that the corresponding
molecule in its native folded state will have the base pairing described by the pattern. It is
believed that the native structure will be one with minimum free energy, and another set of
base pairings than the one described by the pattern, might give a lower free energy.
A traditional approach to predicting the secondary structure of an RNA molecule is to nd a
set of base pairings that minimises the free energy. For example a popular program developed
by Zuker uses dynamic programming algorithm which nds optimal as well as close to optimal
secondary structures [Zuk89]. The algorithm has time complexity O(l
3
), where l is the sequence
length, and relies on some simplications, for example, that no pseudo-knots are present.
Structural patterns should not be used alone to predict the secondary structure of RNA,
but can be used in conjunction with structure prediction methods to provide hypothesises of
possible folds. This can be done eciently because matching a string against a structural
pattern is computationally cheap compared to structure prediction. Another advantage of
using structural patterns, is that they can be used to describe complex structures which are
not allowed when using dynamic programming based structure prediction. We postulate that
algorithms can be developed for nding conserved structural patterns in a set of RNA sequences
analogous to algorithms for nding conserved sequential patterns in sets of protein sequences
[BJEG95], and will investigate this in further work. In this way structural patterns allow for
description of potentially interesting conserved structures in sets of related biosequences.
Structures are also found in DNA sequences that can be described using structural patterns
but not using sequential patterns. This includes structures such as repeats and palindromes.
Repeats are abundant in genomic DNA, both in coding and in non-coding areas, and for
instance recognition sites for restriction enzymes are often palindromes.
2.1 Example structures
In the structure description below ;  (with or without indices) are pattern components and
x is a wildcard (matching any one letter in an input string), 
r
is the reverse of , and 
c
is
the complement of . 
rc
is the reverse complement of . We have identied the following
structures in the literature, see for example [Sea95, BCO
+
95]. For each type we give one
example. All examples are from DNA/RNA sequences, except for the last which is from a
protein sequence.
 Tandem repeat  acgacg
 Simple repeat  acgaaacg
 Multiple repeat 
1
 acgaaacguuacg
 Stem loop 
rc
acgaacgu
 Attenuator 
rc

1
 acgaacguauacg
 Palindrome, even 
r
acggca
 Palindrome, odd x
r
acgagca
 Pseudoknot 
1

2

1

rc
1

2

rc
2
acgaaucugccguauaaga
 Sense - antisense 
c
IVLSPANHK
More complicated structures can be obtained by combining the ones above, e.g., e.g. clover-
leafs.
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3 Previous approaches
Several programs have been developed for searching sequences for the presence of patterns.
[DH95] gives an elaborate procedure for how to perform search for patterns (or motifs) in RNA
sequences, using such programs.
The programs can be divided into two types, special and general purpose programs. The
special programs are designed to search for specic patterns, e.g. candidates for trans-splicing
sites [DS90]. Several of them use the minimal free energy principle, and stability measures.
We concentrate here on general purpose programs.
3.1 General purpose search programs
The principle for most of the general purpose programs is that they include a language in which
the user species the sequential and structural components of the pattern she/he is going to
search for. No explicit energy or stability aspects are taken into consideration, but some of
them use structure predictions and biochemical properties. Some allow for mismatches and
insertion of gaps, and have dierent ways for penalising mismatches and gaps.
Some (of the best known) programs or languages are:
QUEST [AEM
+
84] can only search for sequential patterns.
Staden's program [Sta90] is the rst system that we are aware of in which one could search
for structural patterns, though in a restricted way. He denes a pattern as comprising motifs.
A pattern is built up and searched for by interactively specifying new motifs, by giving the
class to which a motif belongs. Nine classes are dened, of which two include structures,
inverted repeat or stem-loop and (direct) repeat. Logical operators AND, OR and NOT can
be used to specify whether each motif must be present, is an alternative to another, or must
be absent.
Constraints can be specied on the length of a motif, the distance between two motifs and the
contents of a motif. For the structure classes, constraints can be given on a individual part of
the structure, e.g. on the loop of a stem-loop. Percentage match and scoring matrices can be
used in the searching.
In Staden's system there is no possibility to dene general correlations or relations between
parts. The only relations are those which are included in the predened classes.
SCRUTINEER [SA90] is an interactive program designed to search for patterns in protein
sequence databases. It includes the use of structure prediction and biochemical properties. The
user can give constraints on the length, contents and distances between parts of a pattern, and
where on a database sequence a specic part must match. A very limited form of dependencies
constraints can be given, e.g. if position 4 is a small hydrophobic, then position 2 must be a
G.
OVERSEER [SSA92] is a program for searching in nucleic acids sequences. It is much like
the system of Staden, in that the pattern (or target) is dened interactively using specic sub-
targets (nine types, all sought by dierent algorithms). Only the logical operator AND can be
used between sub-targets. Two structural sub-targets are dened, repeats and palindromes.
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Constraints can be given on the lengths, contents and distances between sub-targets, and
where on the sequences the search should be done.
Correlation constraints can be given between two positions (by using boolean matrices), and
between two substrings of equal length. The search can allow for mismatches.
ANREP [MM93] can only search for sequential patterns.
PROSITE [BBH95b] accepts patterns described in a declarative notation, but only sequential
patterns can be given. The expressive power of its specication language lies within the class
of regular languages.
PALM [HS93] is a powerful language in which general dependencies between parts (sub-
strings) can be specied, and hence complicated structural patterns can be dened. Patterns
are described in a declarative way, and PALM extends the notation used in the PROSITE
motif database. PALM is capable of describing any context free language, and any language
generated by a string variable grammar. Approximate matching can be specied. By allowing
general procedures to be attached to and called from within a pattern, PALM can also recog-
nise patterns describing any language in the Chomsky hierarchy. However, PALM has only
been implemented as a prototype in Prolog.
GENLANG [SD93] is the most general (implemented) system (to our knowledge) for search-
ing for structural patterns in nucleotide sequences. It is based on formal language theory, and
uses an indexed language which has an expressive power between context-free and context-
sensitive languages. GENLANG is implemented in Prolog, with hooks to C-code for the
ecient caching of data that will be required during parsing. String variables are used to de-
ne structures. By letting  be an operator denoting reverse complementarity, a pseudo-knot
is for example specied by X;    ; Y; X;    ; Y . Constraints on the length and contents of
the string variables can be specied.
cBLISS [Rat96] is an implementation in the constraint logic programming language Eclipse of
the language of Brazma and Gilbert [BG95] for describing constrained patterns in biosequences.
This language is a formalisation and development of Staden's pattern language [Sta90]. Brazma
and Gilbert follow the notations used by Staden, and consider a pattern to comprise motifs
as the basic elements. A motif may be a simple string,  2 

for some alphabet  or a more
complex expression in some grammar. Motifs can be combined in a logical manner using AND,
OR and NOT, and constraints can be given on the length, contents and distances between
two motifs. As with Staden's language, there is no possibility to dene dependencies between
motifs, hence the structural possibilities lies within each motif.
Although not designed for the description of structures, the language can easily be extended
for this purpose, since it is easy to add dependency constraints to the language.
4 Constraints
Constraint programming is a general term to describe problem solving techniques which com-
putes solutions to problems by reducing the initial domains of the variables in the problem
according to constraints expressed over those variables.
In general constraint solving techniques can be over innite domains or over nite domains.
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There are well-known techniques for the former, for example simplex solving over reals. Solving
over nite domains is often achieved by techniques for solving Constraint Satisfaction Problems
(CSP { see below). A general paradigm for describing and solving constraint problems is that
of Constraint Logic Programming (CLP), a development of Logic Programming extended to
domains other than just that of Herbrand terms. CLP systems can describe and solve problems
both over innite and nite domains and hence can utilise solvers based on techniques such as
the simplex algorithm as well as those from the CSP world. Additionally some hybrid CSP-
CLP systems exist such as CHIP which permit the user to explicitly use constraint satisfaction
programming within a constraint logic programming environment. We will rst describe CSP
and then CLP.
4.1 Constraint satisfaction problems
A CSP (Constraint Satisfaction Problem) can be dened [Hen89] formally as: Let X be a set
of variables x
1
; x
2
; :::; x
n
which take their values from nite domains D
1
;D
2
; :::;D
n
: Further let
C be a set of constraints, where a constraint c
i
1
;:::;i
h
(x
i
1
; x
i
2
; :::; x
i
h
) between h variables from
X is a subset of the Cartesian product D
i
1
 D
i
2
:::  D
i
h
, which species the values of the
variables that are compatible with each other. A constraint among h variables is called a h-
constraint. The constraints are usually dened implicitly by equations, inequalities, programs
etc. A solution to a CSP is an assignment of values to all variables, which satises all the
constraints. Depending on the task, one or all solutions should be found. The general CSP is
NP-hard [Nud83].
If the constraints are restricted to 1- and 2-constraints, the CSP is called binary, and binary
CSP's are the most explored ones. A binary CSP is easily drawn as a graph, with the variables
as the nodes, and edges drawn between variables which are mutually constrained. The edges
represent the 2-constraints. A general CSP can be drawn as a hypergraph.
A CSP is usually solved by search with backtracking. Values are assigned to variables x
i
1
; x
i
2
; :::
as long as consistent values can be found. If the situation occurs that there exists a variable
with no consistent value in its domain (consistent with the assignments done), backtracking has
to be done. That means undoing some of the assignments, and trying alternative assignments.
Conditions for a CSP to be solvable by a bactrack-free search have been developed [Fre82,
DP88].
To reduce the backtracking, some consistency checking can be done before searching [Mes89].
The aim of this checking is to discover (and remove from being considered in the search)
possible value assignments to one or several variables, which cannot be in any solution. This
will reduce the search space, hence there is a trade o between consistency checking time, and
search space reduction.
To formalise the consistency checking, k-consistency is introduced. A set of n variables is k-
consistent if each subset of k 1 variables with any values satisfying all the constraints among
these k   1 variables, can be extended to include any of the other n  (k   1) variables. The
condition for inclusion is that the k
0
th variable can be assigned a value such that all constraints
among these k variables are satised. The aim of the consistency checking is to get the set of
variables k-consistent.
Many algorithms have been developed for achieving k-consistency. However, experiments have
shown that achieving k-consistency for k > 3 is not cost eective in general [McG79, Nad88].
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1-consistency is called node-consistency. Node-consistency is achieved by testing the values in
the domains against the 1-constraints. 2-consistency is called arc-consistency, and is achieved
by testing pair of values (from two dierent domains) against the corresponding 2-constraints.
To achieve node- and arc-consistency values normally have to be removed from the domains.
The best general algorithms for achieving arc-consistency have time-complexity O(d
2
e) [BC93],
where d is the size of each domain (all assumed equal), and e is the number of pair of variables
which are mutually constrained.
3-consistency is equivalent to path-consistency [Mon74], where path-consistency is dened as:
for any variable pair (x
i
; x
j
) each pair of values consistent with c
i;j
(x
i
; x
j
) must also be consis-
tent with any other sequence of constraints c
i;i
1
(x
i
; x
i
1
); c
i
1
;i
2
(x
i
1
; x
i
2
) : : : ; c
i
l
;j
(x
i
l
; x
j
). When
performing path-consistency checking (global) inconsistent pairs of assignments may be found,
and can be added to the constraints. This might imply that the set of variables is no longer
arc-consistent. For example, let a be a member of D
1
and the only consistent value with that
in D
2
be b. If, for achieving 2-consistency the possible assignments (x
1
= a; x
2
= b) must be
removed, then a in D
1
is no longer consistent with any value in D
2
, and must be removed to
achieve 1-consistency. An algorithm for performing path-consistency checking is in [HL88]. In
[Coo89] is an algorithm for achieving general k-consistency.
If the set of variables is k
0
-consistent for all k
0
 k, then it is strong k-consistent. For a CSP
which is strong n-consistent all solutions are found without backtracking.
Performing consistency checking can also be done during the search, thus giving rise to dierent
searching methods. In order to analyse that we consider a state in the search space where
consistent values v
i
1
; v
i
2
; :::; v
i
r
are assigned to the variables x
i
1
; x
i
2
; :::; x
i
r
. Let this set of
variables be denoted by U , and let W = X U be the set of the n  r other variables to which
no values have yet been assigned. Dierent algorithms arise from:
 How much consistency checking is done for the variables after each assignment, e.g.
arc-consistency between every pair of variables (w; u); w 2 W;u 2 U , (called Forward
Checking) or in addition arc-consistency between each pair of variables in W (called
Looking Ahead). Some exploration are in [DM94, SF94].
 How much intelligence is used in the backtracking to decide where to backtrack. A num-
ber of dierent techniques have been proposed e.g. Backjumping [Gas77], Graph based
backjumping [Dec90], Conict-directed backjumping [Pro93], Backmarking [Gas77]. Eval-
uation of backtracking algorithms are in [Nad88, Gre94, Pro99, BR96].
 How the order in which values are assigned to the variables is decided, and how it is
decided which of the possible values is to be assigned to each variable. This might have
a great eect on the eciency, and is explored in [DP88, DM89, FG89, BvR95, FD95,
BR96].
A good book on CSP is [Tsa93].
4.2 Use of constraint satisfaction in molecular biology
Constraint based solving was used early in map construction [Ste78]. Several types of con-
straints were used to prune the search space during the search. In [LB92] a method for
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genetic map construction is described. A number of constraints are dened, and constraint
propagation are used to determine inconsistencies. Clark et. al. [CRD94] have used ElipSys
to develop a program for generating a physical genetic map from hybridisation ngerprinting
data. ElipSys is a parallel CLP language which includes constraint handling on nite domains.
In the program MC-SYM [MTG
+
91, FM95] the RNA (tertiary) structure prediction problem
is formulated as a CSP. The set of variables is the set of nucleotides corresponding to an
RNA sequence, and a domain is the set of Cartesian products of various permitted nucleotide
conformations and 3-D transformational matrices. Gaspin and Westhof [GW94] have done the
same for secondary structure prediction. To each base in the sequence there is associated a
variable. The domain of a variable is the set of positions of other bases with which it can pair.
The constraints comes from known restrictions on valid secondary structures, and are unary
or binary.
CBS2E [CRS
+
93] is a program that predicts protein =-sheet and -sheet topologies. The
variables represents dierent attributes associated with -sheet, -strands, -helices etc. The
domains are values associated with those variables, and the constraints are known protein
folding constraints. The program is written in ElipSys. An earlier version of this program
[CSR92], is combined with explicitly representing the uncertainty of the rules in [Par95].
AUTOASSIGN [ZKM93] is a program which uses CSP to help in the determination of protein
structure from NMR. The same is done by PROTEAN [AWN94] and TAM [LGF95]. The last
is implemented in CHIP (Constraint Handling In Prolog), [Hen89].
We refer the interested reader to [CR94] which contains an introduction to constraint satisfac-
tion in molecular biology and a more detailed explaination of some of the programs mentioned
above.
4.3 Constraint Logic Programming
4.3.1 Introduction to Constraint logic programming
We base the following description on [JMSY92, Pou95]; a general text is [Hen89]. Con-
straint logic programming (CLP) is a based on constraint solving and the logic programming
paradigm. In fact the CLP scheme describes a class of programming languages, of which Pro-
log is one member; in this sense, the CLP scheme is a generalisation of logic programming. In
a CLP system the simple unication algorithm that lies at the heart of a logic programming
system, for example Prolog, must be augmented by a dedicated solver for the particular do-
main of application, which can decide at any moment whether the remaining constraints are
solvable. For eciency's sake, solvers for CLP systems must be incremental, so that adding
a new constraint to an already solved set does not force them all to be re-solved. Constraint
solving algorithms are quite well understood from other branches of computing, for example
Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP), described above in Section 4.1.
Some CLP languages which are widely available are:
 CLP(R), CLP over the reals, originated by J.Jaar and J.L.Lassez, Monash University
in Melbourne, Australia 1987. The present implementation is by IBM. [JMSY92]
 CHIP (Constraint Handling in Prolog), from ECRC Munich. Constraint solvers are over
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nite arithmetic, linear rational and boolean domains [AB91].
 ECLiPSe, the ECRC Constraint Logic Parallel System, providing several libraries of
constraint solvers: arithmetic constraints over nite atomic domains (CHIP compatible),
nite set constraints, linear rational constraints, Propia (generalised propagation) and
Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) [ECR95].
 clp(FD) from INRIA, France. This is a constraint logic programming language over
nite domains, based on the wamcc Prolog compiler which translates Prolog to C via
the WAM [CN95]
 SICStus Prolog, SICS, Sweden. Incorporates constraint solvers for reals, rationals, nite
domains and booleans and a general constraint solver interface based on attributed
variables [ea97].
4.3.2 Constraint logic programs
In constraint logic programs the basic components of the problem are constraints over an
n-sorted algebra A, which are composed together in order to describe the problem under
consideration. An example of such an algebra is the two-sorted algebra which is the natural
combination of real arithmetic terms and uninterpreted terms from the Herbrand universe.
We extend logic programs with dedicated predicate symbols, functors and constants over
some specied domains. These domains may be nite or innite, ordered or unordered, and
possibly associated with a set of operations. The remaining functors of the program are
interpreted as constructors of structures, possibly including elements of the domains, and the
remaining predicate symbols of the program are interpreted as relations over the domains of
such structures.
Thus in our example two-sorted algebra example the constraints may be either over the natural
numbers or over Herbrand terms. It is common practice, but not necessary, to distinguish tex-
tually between constraint symbols over dierent domains; thus we may have the usual equality
and inequality constraints over natural numbers (=; <;>;;) together with arithmetic oper-
ations on natural numbers (represented by the interpreted functors + ) and also unication
over Herbrand terms (=
H
). (Pure) Prolog is thus a constraint logic programming language
over Herbrand terms; the CLP(R) language has as its domain of discourse Herbrand terms and
Real numbers. clp(FD) permits users to compute over integers and boolean domains and over
Herbrand terms; Eclipse permits constraint computations over Herbrand terms, Real numbers
and a variety of nite domains.
A goal in a CLP language is dened as being
 C
1
; : : : ; C
m
; A
1
; : : : ; A
n
and a program clause to be
B
0
 C
0
1
; : : : ; C
0
i
; B
1
; : : : ; B
j
where
C
1
; : : : ; C
m
and C
0
1
; : : : ; C
0
i
are constraints and A
1
; : : : ; A
n
and B
i
: : : ; B
j
are atoms with ordi-
nary predicate symbols, which may contain interpreted subterms.
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A derivation step is dened as:
Pick ordinary subgoal, e.g. A
1
of the form p(t
1
; : : : ; t
k
), and nd a program clause
p(s
1
; : : : ; s
k
) C
0
1
; : : : ; C
0
i
; B
1
; : : : ; B
j
where C
0
1
; : : : ; C
0
i
are constraints; the derived goal is
 C
1
; : : : ; C
m
; t
1
= s
1
; : : : ; t
k
= s
k
; B
1
; : : : ; B
j
; A
2
; : : : ; A
n
if the constraints and the equalities are solvable.
Thus for example given the program in a CLP language whose domain A is over the natural
numbers and Herbrand terms
p(X,Y) :- X > Y, q(Y)
q(Y) :- Y = 3
and the goal
?- A < 20, p(A,B)
we can derive by one derivation step the goal
?- A<20, A=X, B=Y, X>Y, q(Y)
providing that the constraint A<20, A=X, B=Y, X>Y is solvable in A. A derivation sequence
comprises goals generated by one or more derivation steps; a derivation sequence is successful
when the last goal comprises only solvable constraints which are the answer constraints con-
stituting the output of the program. In our example above, the answer constraints are A<20,
A>B, B=3.
Finitely failed sequences are those whose last goal cannot be expanded due to either an absence
of a suitable rule dening one or more predicate symbols in the goal, or the fact that the
constraints in the goal are not solvable.
4.3.3 Constraints, valuations and solutions
Constraints are interpreted with respect to some domain such as the real numbers, booleans,
or strings, etc. An atomic constraint represents an element of the domain, whilst a (complex)
constraint is a nite set of atomic constraints, intuitively considered as a conjunction. The
subset of the domain it denotes may be
 expressed in a shorthand such as the nite representation X>5 of an innite subset of
the reals, or
 explicitly enumerated , as in Finite Domain problems and CSPs, for example
{ X::1..4 (where 1 and 4 are the minimum and maximum elements of the totally
ordered set f1,2,3,4g) or
{ Y::[a,c,t,g] (where the set fa,c,t,gg is unordered).
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It is required that the language of constraints includes equality, representing a singleton drawn
from the domain. TRUE and FALSE are distinguished constraints, the former corresponding
to the empty constraint.
A valuation is an assignment of one value from a domain to each variable in a constraint
problem, and is said to satisfy a constraint if the constraint is true in that valuation. A
solution to a problem is a valuation which satises all the constraints in the problem. We
sometimes abuse this concept and consider a solution to be a set of complex constraints
associated with all the variables in the problem such that all the complex constraints are true.
4.3.4 CLP and CSP
One way of constructing a constraint logic language is to extend an existing logic language with
techniques from solving CSP (for nite domains). This is the case for CHIP and ECLiPSe,
which extend Prolog [Hen89, FHK
+
92]. Solving constraint problems might be looked upon as
searching for a valuation which is a solution. The searching is done by pruning the search space.
As Prolog uses standard backtracking, only a posterio pruning is done (after the discovery of
a failure). Extending the language with k-consistency checking implies a priori pruning of the
search space, thus reducing the search space before failure.
K-consistency (and/or other CSP methods) involve more work at each node of the search tree
than for Prolog or other logic programming languages which only compute over Herbrand
terms. However the size of the tree to be searched is reduced, and hence there is a trade-o
between amount of work at each node, and number of nodes visited.
Let P be a program over nite domains d
1
; : : : ; d
r
, and A
1
; :::; A
k
; :::; A
m
a goal. Further, let
x
1
; :::; x
r
be the arguments of A
k
which are domain variables (i.e. taking values from one of the
nite domains), the other arguments being ground. For each i dene a set e
i
 d
i
with y 2 e
i
if it is found, by k-consistency checking, such that no solutions include the assignment x
i
= y.
Dene f
i
= d
i
 e
i
, and a new domain variable z
i
with domain f
i
. Then the new (derived) goal
becomes  (A
1
; :::; A
k
; :::; A
m
)fx
1
=z
1
; :::; x
r
=z
r
g, where fx
1
=z
1
; :::; x
r
=z
r
g is a substitution. If
all z
i
become ground, then the new goal is  (A
1
; :::; A
k 1
; A
k+1
; :::; A
m
)fx
1
=z
1
; :::; x
r
=z
r
g.
5 The structure language
5.1 Informal description
We base our structure language on a modied version of Brazma and Gilberts' pattern language
[BG95] but keep separate the information about the logical composition of the components
from the set of constraints over these components. Since substrings of the input string have
to match the components, we refer to the components as string variables, and denote them
by the Greek letters ; ; ; : : : (possibly subscripted). A pattern is dened by a structure
specication, which is a string expression followed by a set of constraints. The string expression
species the string variables taking part in the pattern, and a logical expression on them using
conjunction, disjunction and negation.
A set of constraints can contain constraints over the ve types: length, distance, content, po-
sition and correlation constraints, which are described below. In addition, we permit equality
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and inequality operations over the integer components of the constraints, with the arithmetic
operations over integers. We further allow the user to describe complex structures by conjoin-
ing structure descriptions.
5.2 Length constraints
A length constraint restricts the length of a string variable to be within a particular range, and
has the form length(, L) where  is a string variable and L ranges over the positive integers
such that the length of  is constrained to be within the range of L. We permit the length of
a string variable to be 0 in order to be able to describe null-strings.
Furthermore, we introduce two variants, maxlength(, L) and minlength(, L) such that the
length of  is the maximum, respectively minimum value possible within the range denoted
by L according to some mapping to a given input string. Redundant matches are avoided in
the case of e.g. stemloops where substrings of the stem are not required.
5.3 Distance constraints
A distance constraint restricts the distance between two string variables, and are specied in
a declarative and uniform way, e.g. start start(; ;D), end start(; ;D), start end(; ;D),
end end(; ;D) where  and  are string variables and D ranges over the integers. These
relations constrain the distance between the start of  and start of  (respectively end of  and
start of , start of  and end of  end of  and end of ) to lie within the range denoted by D.
A negative value for D indicates that the point of reference of  occurs after the corresponding
point of reference of  in the input string. We also permit the shorthand : to indicate that
 starts directly after . This shorthand is equivalent to  ^ , end start(, , 1) .
5.4 Content constraints
A content constraint restricts which symbols can be in a specic position on a string variable
matching a component and is expressed thus: content(,Pos,Set) where  is a string variable,
Pos is a positive or negative (non-zero) integer representing 
Pos
, the character from  at
position Pos from the start (or end if Pos is negative) of , and Set is a (non-empty) set of
characters to which 
Pos
may be bound, e.g. fa,tg.
5.5 Position constraints
A position constraint restricts the absolute positions of a string variable on the input string
and is expressed as start(,P) or end(,P) where  is a string variable and P ranges over the
positive integers such that the rst (respectively last) character of  is located at position P
on the input string.
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5.6 Correlation constraints
A correlation constraint (\correlation" for short) denes the relation between the contents
of two string variables. A correlation C has the following properties:
 It relates two string variables C(; ), the string variable  being called the source, and
 the target.
 The length of the two string variables must be equal (due to equal numbers of symbols
in the matching substrings), implying that there is an implicit length constraint between
the two strings.
 There is a direction-component C
d
, written as the relation C
d
(; ). The two legal values
for C
d
are 1 and -1. 1(; ) is satised i (8i : 1  i  h : 
i
is related to 
i
).  1(; )
is satised i (8i : 1  i  h : 
i
is related to 
h i+1
), where 
i
and 
i
are symbols from
 and , and h is the length of the matching substrings. Note that this means that all
positions of the string variables take part in the correlation.
 There is a symbol-component C
s
. As part of this component a function C
f
is dened
from  to 2

. C
s
(; ) is satised i (8i : 1  i  h : 
i
2 C
f
(
i
))
 Let L be the language of all strings with symbols from . The correlation C(; ) is
satised i 9x : x 2 L : C
d
(; x) ^ C
s
(x; ).
Furthermore, we dene a notion of approximate matching, given as an argument to the appro-
priate correlation constraints. This argument ranges over the interval 0..100 and represents
the percentage mismatch between two string variables; when the mismatch is zero then we can
omit this argument. We can use Hamming distance [Ham82], edit distance or more generally
Levenshtein distance [Lev65] in order to implement approximate matching
1
.
We dene id(,) and reverse(,) as general correlation constraints over all alphabets, where
 is the identity (respectively, reverse) of , and assume that there is a library of correlations,
and that a user may
 add a new correlation to the library by the command dene corr, for example de-
ne corr('rev compl RNA',-1, fa!fug, c!fgg, g!fc,ug, u!fa,ggg)
 use a known correlation where a correlation between two string variables is simply
specied by the name of the correlation, and the two variables as arguments, e.g.
rev compl RNA(, , M) where M is the percentage approximate match.
 use (without storing in the library) an unnamed correlation in a specication correl(,
,-1, fa!ftg, c!fgg, g!fcg, t!fagg, M), where M is the percentage approximate
match.
The denitions of reverse, complement and reverse complement with approximate matching are
888M (reverse(, , M) $ 9 (reverse(, ) ^approximate match(, , M)))
888M (complement(, , M) $ 9 (complement(, ) ^approximate match(, , M)))
888M (rev compl(, , M)$99 (reverse(, ) ^complement(, ) ^approximate match(,
, M)))
1
Minimum transformation costs calculated for: Hamming distance: substitution only, edit distance: insertion
and deletion only, Levenshtein distance: substitution, deletion and insertion.
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5.7 Examples
A description of the stem loop with exact matching in Figure 2(iv) is
::, maxlength(, 4), length(, 1), content(, 1, fcg), rev compl RNA(, )
assuming a library denition of rev compl RNA as above, and where  and  form the stem,
with  the loop. A longer version without using the shorthand :: would be
 ^ ^, maxlength(, 4), length(, 1), end start(, , 1), end start(, , 1), content(, 1,
fcg), rev compl RNA(, , 0)
5.8 User queries
Finally, queries can be formulated where an input string is appended to a structure description
and some mapping algorithm used to map the description to the string. Thus the user may
enter the following query:
::; maxlength(, 4), length(, 1), content(, 1, fcg), rev compl DNA(, ), tatacctgtcaggtata
which will result in  being mapped to the substring cctg starting at position 5 and ending
at 8,  to cagg starting at 10 and ending at 13, and  to t at position 9. Queries may be
optionally prefaced by a description of the alphabet of characters which are permitted in the
input string.
5.9 Macro language
We further dene a macro language permitting the user to store and re-use denitions of, i.e.
grammars for, specic structures. The syntax of this language is similar to that of logic pro-
grams; for example the following grammars dene languages for stem loops and pseudoknots:
stemloop(,,):- ::, rev compl RNA(,)
pseudoknot(,,,):- :!
1
::!
2
::!
3
: , rev compl RNA(,), rev compl RNA(,)
5.10 Syntax | BNF
Note: we indicate terminals by enclosing them in single quotes. Optional items are indicated
in square brackets.
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query ::= [alphabet] specs `,' inputstring
specs ::= spec | spec `;' specs
alphabet ::= `sigma('CharSet`)'
spec ::= strexp `,' constraints
constraints ::= constraint j constraint `,' constraints
constraint ::= length c j dist c j content c j pos c j corr c j
arith c
length c ::= `length('stringvar `,' IntVar ')' j
`maxlength('stringvar `,' IntVar ')' j
`minlength('stringvar `,' IntVar ')'
dist c ::= `start start('stringvar `,' stringvar `,' IntVar
')' j
`end start('stringvar `,' stringvar `,' IntVar
')' j
`start end('stringvar `,' stringvar `,' IntVar
')' j
`end end('stringvar `,' stringvar `,' IntVar ')'
content c ::= `content(' stringvar `,' Int `,' CharSet `)'
pos c ::= `start(' stringvar `,' IntVar `)' j `end('
stringvar `,' IntVar `)'
corr c ::= `define corr('CorrName `,' Direction `,'
CharMapping `)' j
CorrName`(' stringvar `,' stringvar [`,' IntVar]
`)' j
`correl(' stringvar `,' stringvar `,' CharMapping
[`,' IntVar] `)' j
gen corr
gen corr ::= `id('stringvar `,' stringvar [`,' IntVar] `)' j
`reverse('stringvar `,' stringvar [`,' IntVar] `)'
arith c ::= IntExp IntComp IntExp
IntComp ::= `=' j `<' j `' j `>' j `'
IntExp ::= IntVar IntOp IntExp j `(' IntExp `)' j IntVar
IntOp ::= `+' j ` ' j `' j `='
Direction ::= `1' j `-1'
CharMapping ::= `f' CharMappings `g'
CharMappings ::= CharToSet j CharToSet `,' CharMappings
CharToSet ::= Char `->' CharSet
CharSet ::= `f' Chars `g'
Chars ::= Char j Char `,' Chars
Char ::= character
IntVar ::= Var j Int
IntVar ::= Var | Int
Int ::= positive integer
Int ::= positive integer j negative integer
Var ::= variable over integers
strexp ::= stringvar j stringvar OP strexp j `not' `(' strexp
`)'
OP ::= `and' j `or' j `.'
stringvar ::= `A' ...`Z'
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5.11 Towards an implementation
We plan that the language will be used in an environment where there is a user interface
which permits the user to enter descriptions of the structures that he is interested in, or to use
denitions from libraries, to map the description to a given input string and then will return
the results of the mapping to the user. The queries will be handled by a query evaluator,
which will check the syntax of the queries, expand macros, and store any macro denitions
made by the user, and translate the queries into an internal form. This form is passed down
to a constraint engine which sets up the data structures, imposes the constraints on them and
uses a matching algorithm to solve the constraints. Results of matching could be output in
various ways, ranging from the locations of strings, and optionally the strings themselves, to
some graphical representation of the structures found.
Such a processor for the language may be implemented in any programming system; in the next
two sections we describe an implementation of the processor in constraint logic programming
and also the design for a solver using CSP. Our program in clp(FD) implements all these stages
but employs a naive and inecient algorithm to map a specication onto an input string. We
plan to improve the existing CLP implementation by integrating the CSP solver within it.
6 Implementation in CLP
6.1 String variables and string expressions
We have chosen to represent string variables (SV ), i.e. components, by sequences of maximum
length m of string-characters (SC). These comprise pairs whose rst element Chars is a set
of characters drawn from some alphabet A (of bases or nucleotides) and whose second element
Pos is a set of integers in 1. . .m, i.e. SV = seq(A1 : : : m). Each pair represents the possible
values of the characters to be found on the input string at the locations indicated by the
second element of the pair. Moreover, we assume that the successor relation holds between the
second elements of neighbouring members of the sequence, in the normally accepted direction
of ordering; given a projection function proj2: x  y ! y then following the set-oriented
specication method of [SP87] we dene a successor constraint on string character positions
by
8a : SV : 8i : [1 : : : len(a  1)] : 8x : 1 : : : mj(x 2 proj2(a
i
) ^ x < m) : succ(x) 2 proj2(a
succ(i)
)
We have chosen constraint logic programming over nite domains [HD91b] as a paradigm for
implementation because of the declarative nature of our structure language and the use which
it makes of nite domain constraints. In our implementation sequences are represented as lists,
and thus string variables comprise lists whose elements are pairs of (Chars,Pos). We choose
also to map alphabets onto (dense subsets of) natural numbers, so that for example for DNA
we represent a, c, g, t by 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. In this way we can use any nite constraint
logic programming language which does not permit operations over arbitrary nite domains.
We have used clp(FD) [DC93] as the basis for our implementation because it has a specialised
operation for complementation over genomic alphabets (see below). Moreover, the clp(FD)
system is freely available, small in size and can compile to executable code. Ideally we would
also like to be able to use a string solver, along the lines of [Wal89], [Ger94] or [Raj94].
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6.2 Constraints
Length constraints are dened in the usual backtracking manner for lists although ideally we
would like to use a list solver (for example [Raj94]). Distance constraints are dened simply
by referring to the position elements of character pairs: Content constraints are implemented
by imposing constraints on the integer sets representing the characters using the sparse repre-
sentation of nite domain variables in clp(FD) to describe non-continuous domains. Position
constraints are straightforwardly implemented by constraining the position element of a string-
character pair.
General correlation constraints (those independent of any alphabet) are coded in clp(FD) as
follows.
 The id constraint constrains the corresponding characters in the string characters pairs to
be equal. Note that the position elements in each corresponding pair are not constrained
by this relation, since the string variables may be mapped to dierent places on the input
string.
 The reverse constraint rst of all reverses one of the string variables and then constrains
it to be identical to the other string variable.
Approximate matching between string variables is implemented using Hamming distance and
relating this to the length of the list representing the string variable.
Complementation constraints are implemented using a specialised solving routine compl/4 in
clp(FD). For example RNA, whose alphabet a, c, g and u we represent by 1, 2, 3 and 4 re-
spectively, has complements fa!fug, c!fgg, g!fc,ug, u!fa,ggg. We represent this by
complement_char(Char1,Char2):-
compl(Char1,1,Char2,[4]), compl(Char1,2,Char2,[3]),
compl(Char1,3,Char2,[2,4]), compl(Char1,4,Char2,[1,3]).
where the denition of compl/4 is
compl(A, Char, B, Chars):-
A=Char <=> Val1, B in Chars <=> Val2,
Val1 in 0 .. max(Val2), Val2 in min(Val1) .. 1
6.3 Mapping a specication to an input string
We have implemented a processor for our language using clp(FD), and have also produced a
front-end which permits users to specify constraints on stemloops in an interactive fashion.
The system then sets up the data structures for the components, and imposes the constraints
given by the user.
The aim of a processor for our language is to match a structure description on to an input
string, in order to determine the contents and locations of those substrings of the input string
which match the components of the description. Thus a solution to a mapping of a string
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expression onto an input string is a valuation (an assignment to each constraint variable in the
string expression of one value from the domain of the variable) such that all the constraints
are satised. Each element of all string-character pairs must be a singleton set satisfying the
constraints on that element; an empty set indicates a failure to produce a solution. In our
problem domain we are interested in producing all the solutions (mappings) possible of a given
string expression onto an input string.
An input string I comprises a sequence of characters drawn from some alphabet A (of bases or
nucleotides); we limit the maximum length of any string to be less or equal to some maximum
integer m. In order to perform mapping we rst convert the input string into a string-variable,
i.e. a list whose elements are pairs of (Chars,Pos). For example the RNA sequence of act
of bases which is the sequence f(1,a),(2,g),(3,t)g is mapped to the sequence f(1,(fag,f1g)),
(2,(fgg,f2g)), (3,(ftg,f3g))g and then to the list [(f1g,f1g),(f3g,f2g),(f4g,f3g)] using our nu-
meric representation of the base alphabet.
We have dened a naive procedure to map a specication Spec (i.e. a constrained string
expression SE) onto an input string I using backtracking. We assume two types of correlation:
c (normal correlation) and r (reverse correlation), and a function p1: x  y ! x. variables
eciently.
for each pair of string variables (; ) in SE correlated by correlation c do
nd members of I s.t. 
1
= I
j
and 
1
= I
k
and set i = 1
while c(p1(
i
);p1(
i
)) and i  length() do
i := i+ 1 and j := j + 1 and k := k + 1

i
= I
j
and 
i
= I
k
end
end
for each pair of string variables (; ) in SE correlated by correlation r do
set l = length()
nd members of I s.t. 
1
= I
j
and 
l
= I
k
and set i1 = 1, i2 = l
while c(p1(
i1
);p1(
i2
)) and i1  length() do
i1 := i1 + 1 and i2 := i2  1 and j := j + 1 and k := k   1

i1
= I
j
and 
i2
= I
k
end
end
However, in the algorithm for the general case (including disjunction and negation) we do not
do this pairwise mapping:
proc map(SE)
if SE = A ^B then do proc(A) and proc(B) end
if SE = A _B then do proc(A) or proc(B) end
if SE = :A then do not proc(A) end
if SE is a string variable  then do
nd a member of I s.t. 
1
= I
j
while i  length() do
i := i+ 1 and j := j + 1
if 
i
= I
j
then true else fail end
end
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end
end
6.4 Testing
Our source program is 388 lines (10K) of clp(FD) code; we have compiled our program to 370K
of stand-alone sun-sparc code using the clp(FD) system [DC93], and have used this to test
the detection of stem-loops from a variety of databases, including entry with ID CXSTPLUC2
(accession number X87994) from the EMBL nucleotide sequence database release 49 (Nov
1996),
URL: http://www2.no.embnet.org/srs/srsc?[EMBL-id:CXSTPLUC2]+-sf+GCG. For example
our program took 40 ms on a Sun IPX to nd the stem-loop cccgtcca, gctcggct, tggacggg at
position 20{43 (perfect matching), and 90 ms to nd the stem-loop cagctcg, gcttgga, cgggctg
at position 26{46 (mismatch of 14%) in a string of nucleotides from positions 1{60.
6.5 Obtaining the program
The executable form of the program can be used interactively and also obtained from
http://www.soi.city.ac.uk/ drg/systems/structures/structures.html.
7 Representing and solving the structure searching problem
as a CSP
A method for solving the structure searching problem using techniques from solving Constraint
Satisfaction Problems is described. In this rst version only conjunction are allowed for in the
string expression, and only exact matching in the correlations. In addition only intervalls are
allowed for in the length constraints. Inputs are the input string S(1 : n), and a structural
pattern.
The method consists of four steps:
1. Represent the problem as a constraint problem.
2. Perform consistency checking to remove search alternatives.
3. Reformulate the problem to a new CSP.
4. Search for solutions (a solution is occurrences of the structure in the string).
7.1 Representation of the constraints
In the rst step the constraint variables will be dened, and the constraints represented. Five
types of constraints are dened in 5. However, in this section the length constraint is included
in the distance constraint. This is because they are represented in a similar way.
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7.1.1 The constraint variables
The following constraint variables are introduced:
 For each string variable  two distance constraint variables L

; U

, with domains subsets
of [1; n]. In a solution the start position and the end position of  in S are assigned to
these variables, respectivily.
 For each correlation C between ;  a set X
(;)
of correlation constraint variables
fX
(;)
L

; :::;X
(;)
U

g, with domains subsets of [1; n]. (We allow at most one correlation
between any pair of string variables.) Let D
(;)
i
be the domain of X
(;)
i
, where i
corresponds to position i in the input string S. The correlation constraint variables
are used to constrain the position of  in S when restrictions on the position of  are
known, and vice versa. For example, let D
(;)
7
= f5; 9; 13g. If  includes S
7
, and C
d
= 1,
then the position of the corresponding symbol in  must be in f5; 9; 13g. In a solution
X
(;)
L

+j
= L

+ j if C
d
= 1, and X
(;)
L

+j
= U

  j if C
d
=  1.
Note that L

and U

are themselves constraint variables. Such use of constraint variables
corresponds to the use in [GW94].
A string variable  in the constraint system thus has the following associated constraint vari-
ables: L

; U

and a set X
(;)
for each correlation where  is a source.
7.1.2 The constraints
Most of the distance constraints are represented as (binary) relational expressions between
distance constraint variables. The only exception is the implicit length equality between the
variables in a correlation.
Bound on the length of a string variable  is represented as a binary constraint between
L

; U

. Bound on the distance between two string variables ;  is represented as a binary
constraint between one of L

; U

and one of L

; U

, depending on how the bound is specied.
The implicit distance constraint in each correlation (length equality between  and ), is also
represented as constraints between four distance constraint variables L

; U

; L

; U

.
The position constraints are used to restrict the domains of the corresponding distance con-
straint variables. This is wholly done in the consistency checking step, before searching. The
same is the case for the content constraints.
The correlation constraints are represented using a new constraint construction s c (for Se-
quence Constraint). Let  = f
i
g be an ordered set of variables, and l; u; h integers or integer
variables. Then
s c(; l; u; h)  (8i : l < i  u : 
i
= 
i 1
+ h)
A correlation C between ; , is then represented as s c(X
(;)
; L

; U

; C
d
).
This constraint has some similarities with van Hentenrycks cardinality operator [HD91a], and
the value constraint in [Eid93].
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7.2 Consistency checking and constraint propagation
In this step of the algorithm the domains of the constraint variables will be found, some
redundant constraints can be introduced, and consistency checking will be done.
7.2.1 Position constraints
The eect of position constraints on a string variable  is done by reducing the domains of L

and/or U

. This means performing node-consistency checking, and the constraints need not
be saved any longer.
7.2.2 Distance constraints
Consistency checking over the distance constraint variables can be done. In doing so the
distance constraint variables might be constrained against the end points of the input string
(1 and n). For example, if jj  r for a string variable , then L

 n  r + 1.
It might be useful, for reasons of eciency, to have redundant constraints, such that there
are explicit constraints between distance constraint variables corresponding to each pair of
string variables appearing in a correlation. This can be found by propagating other distance
constraints. For example if U

< L

^ U

  L

 4 ^ U

< L

, we can deduce L

 U

+ 6.
Most of the distance constraints are binary, and easily used in arc consistency checking. How-
ever, the implicit distance constraint from a correlation between  and  are between four
distance constraint variables, but can be seen as a binary constraint between jj and jj. An
example might clarify that: Suppose there is a correlation between  and , 2  jj  4, and
D
L

= f2; 3; 5g;D
U

= f6; 8g;D
L

= f12; 16g;D
U

= f14; 16; 19g. We see that jj can never
be 3, and U

= 14 only if jj = 3, hence 14 cannot be in the domain of U

. Treating such an
implicit distance constraint as a binary constraint between  and  might be cost eective.
7.2.3 Content constraints
The content constraints are used to restrict the domains of the distance constraint variables.
Let a content constraint be such that the i'th position of a string variable  must be one
of the symbols in a set E. Then the domain of L

is restricted to be a subset of the set
fjjS
j+i 1
2 Eg. If the constraint is on the i'th last symbol, the domain of U

is restricted in
a similar way: fjjS
j i+1
2 Eg.
If  occurs as source in a correlation (; ), then a content constraint on  implies constraints
on either L

or U

, which of them depends on the specication of the constraint and the
direction component. For example if the correlation is reverse complement, then D
(;)
U

is a
subset of fjjS
j i+1
2 compl(E)g.
If  occurs as target in a correlation (; ), then a content constraint on  implies content
constraints on . Let the symbol function of the constraint be C
f
(see Section 5.6). If C
d
= 1,
then the domain of L

is restricted to be a subset of fjj(C
f
(S
j+i 1
) \ E) 6= ;g. If C
d
=  1,
then the domain of U

is restricted to be a subset of fjj(C
f
(S
j i+1
) \E) 6= ;g.
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i          U                  L            Xi
  α   β
     a           b             c      
α                             β                          
Figure 3: Figure showing the limits of 
i
= X
i
  i. a = U

  i; b = L

  U

; c = X
i
  L

The eect of the content constraints is to individually reduce the domains of distance constraint
variables, hence performing node consistency. This means that the whole eect is taken care
of in this step, and the content constraints can thus be ignored in the further processing.
The restriction of the domains are propagated, through performing arc-consistency checking,
to other distance constraint variables.
7.2.4 Correlation constraints
A correlation is a constraint between two string variables,  and . In this step the local
solutions for each correlation are found. A local solution is two substrings which satisfy all
the constraints between and on  and . For simplicity in the rest of this section we omit the
superscript (; ) on the correlation constraint variables.
For a correlation between  and  the following can be done. Let
 m
I
J
= min(D
I
J
) and M
I
J
= max(D
I
J
); I 2 fL;Ug; J 2 f; g.
 r  jj  R, i.e r and R are the lower and upper bound on the length of  (and ).
The (actual) constraint correlation variables are X
i
; i 2 [m
L

;M
U

], with D
i
= [m
L

;M
U

].
However, some of the variables might be constrained more:
1. If there exists bounds on the distance between  and , these bounds can be used to
nd constraints on X
i
(bounds on the dierance X
i
  i = 
i
). There are four ways to
specify the distance between  and . However, two of them have the same eect.
 Let l  L

  U

 L
{ Let C
d
= 1. Figure 3 shows how the bounds on 
i
can be calculated when
C
d
= 1. 
i
= a+ b+ c, from r   1  a+ c  R  1 and l  b  L follows
r   1 + l  
i
 2R   2 + L
{ Let C
d
=  1. Now 
i
is not equal for each i. The minimum value for 
i
is for
i = U

, and the maximum for i = L

. Hence l  
i
 2R   2 + L
 Let l  U

  L

 L. In a similar way as above we nd
{ For C
d
= 1: l  R+ 1  
i
 L  r + 1
{ For C
d
=  1: l   2R+ 2  
i
 L
 Let l  L

  L

 L or l  U

  U

 L In a similar way we nd
{ For C
d
= 1: l  
i
 L
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{ For C
d
=  1: l   (R  1)  
i
 L+R  1
2. We can also use minimum and maximum values of the distance constraint variables.
 For C
d
= 1, from X
m
U

M
U

follows X
m
U

 j
M
U

  j; 1  j  r
 For C
d
= 1, from X
M
L

 m
L

follows X
M
L

+j
m
L

+ j; 1  j  R
 For C
d
=  1, from X
m
U

 m
L

follows X
m
U

 j
 m
L

+ j; 1  j  r
 For C
d
=  1, from X
M
L

M
U

follows X
M
L

+j
M
U

  j; 1  j  R
By use of these constraints we restrict the domains D
i
; i 2 [m
L

;M
U

].
We then nd the values for L

; U

where s c(X ; L

; U

; C
d
) ^ r   1  U

  L

 R   1 is
satised.
The procedure above guarantees to nd solutions satisfying the constraints on the distance
between  and  if and only if the constraint are in the form l  L

 L

 L or l  U

 U


L, and C
d
= 1. For all other cases the result must be checked against the distance constraints
to be sure that the found values are local solutions. An example will clarify. Let
l  L

  U

 L and
r = 3; R = 5; l = 1; L = 2;D
1
= f6; :::g;D
2
= f7; :::g;D
3
= f8; :::g;D
4
= f10; :::g: We nd
3  X
i
  i  6, and a solution to the correlation constraint is  = S(1 : 3);  = S(6 : 8), but
this does not satisfy the distance constraint.
Developing ecient algorthm for nding the local solutions are the clearly most dicult and
challenging task.
The local solutions dene new constraints between pairs of string variables, or between 4
distance constraint variables. Before searching for a global solution, we can perform consistency
checking between individual local solutions. To formalise this we reformulate the problem.
7.3 Reformulating the problem
We reformulate the problem as a new binary CSP with constraints between the string variables:
 The variables are the string variables (; ; :::), with the components L

; U

; L

; U

; :::
 The constraint between two variables is the distance constraint, and if there is a corre-
lation between them, the local solutions found by the algorithm above.
 The domains are the consistent values for L
i
and U
i
; i = ; ; :::.
We can now perform arc-consistency checking.
Note that arc-consistency are assured between string variables for which there is a correlation.
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7.3.1 Example
Let a structure specication contain the string variables ; ; ; ; ; , and the correlations
are C
1
(; ); C
2
(; ); C
3
(; ). At the beginning arc-consistency is assured for those pairs.
Arc-consistency to  are also assured from all of the other string variables, but not the other
direction (from ). The reason for this is that the domains of L

; U

are not reduced by the
procedure performing the correlation constraints.
7.4 Searching for solutions
When all the consistency checking is done, we can start searching. This might be done using
forward checking.
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7.5 The Procedure
Now we give the whole procedure as an algorithm.
1. Dene the distance constraint variables for all string variables, and initialise the domains
to [1; n].
2. Represent the constraints (including the implicit distance constraints from the correlation
constraints).
3. Use the position constraints and the end positions (1 and n) to reduce the domains of
the distance constraint variables. Propagate to other distance constraint variables.
4. Use the content constraints:
for each content constraint on a string variable  do
reduce the domain of L

or U

for each correlation to another string variable  do
reduce the domain of L

or U

end
propagate to other distance constraint variables
end
5. Treat the correlation constraints:
for each correlation (; ) do
dene the variables fX
(;)
i
g; i = min(D
L

); : : : ;max(D
U

) with domains
D
(;)
i
= [min(D
L

);max(D
U

)]
reduce the domains according to the rules found in Section 7.2.4
use the s c-constraint and the distance constraint to nd the local solutions.
end
6. Reformulate the problem, and perform consistency checking on the reformulated prob-
lem.
7. Perform searching for global solutions.
7.5.1 Increase the eciency
The local solutions are in the procedure found individually for each correlation. The e-
ciency may increase if already found local solutions are used to guide the further search for
consistent local solutions to other correlations. For example, if there are two correlations
C1(; ); C2(; ), the local solutions found for  in the rst correlation should be used as
guide for nding consistent solutions in the second correlation or vice versa.
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7.6 Example
In this example the domains are written as sets of integers. When x : : : y appears inside a set,
it means all integers between and included x and y.
A structure is dened by four string variables f; ; ; g, where
3  length()  5; 2  end start(; )  4; 1  end start(; )  6; 1  end start(; ).
The correlations are  = I();  = R C();  = I(),
where I is identity, and R C is reverse complement. There is one content constraint, the next
last symbol in  is t.
The input string is
attagtacta tagctagcta actagcgcgc tata (n=34, spaces in the presentation after each 10).
7.6.1 Distance constraints
From the bounds in the structure specication we get:
2  U

  L

 4; 2  U

  L

 4; 2  U

  L

 4; 2  U

  L

 4, and
2  L

  U

 4; 1  L

  U

 6; 1  L

  U

By constraint propagation and using the end positions (1 and 34), we get the following con-
straints:
1  L

 22 3  U

 24
5  L

 26 7  U

 28
8  L

 29 10  U

 31
11  L

 32 13  U

 34
In addition we have U

  L

= U

  L

= U

  L

= U

  L

7.6.2 Content constraint
The next last in  has to be a t, hence S
U

 1
=t, which means S
U

 1
=t, and S
L

+1
= compl(t)
=a. We then decrease the domains for these constraint variables: D
U

= f10; 12; 16; 20; 24g; D
U

=
f16; 20; 24; 32; 34g; D
L

= f3; 6; 9; 11; 15; 19; 20g.
From  =  we get D
L

= f9; 11; 15; 19; 20; 23g.
The eect of the decreased domains can be propagated using the distance constraints, and the
result is (the notation fi:::jg is used for [i,j]):
D
L

= f3; 6; 9; 11g D
U

= f5:::15g
D
L

= f7:::18g D
U

= f10; 12; 16; 20g
D
L

= f11; 15; 19; 20; 23g D
U

= f13:::27g
D
L

= f14:::32g D
U

= f16; 20; 24; 32; 34g
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7.6.3 Correlation constraints
To restrict the correlation constraint variables, we nd (see the denition of m;M in 7.2.4):
m
L

= 3;M
L

= 11 m
U

= 5;M
U

= 15
m
L

= 7;M
L

= 18 m
U

= 10;M
U

= 20
m
L

= 11;M
L

= 23 m
U

= 13;M
U

= 27
m
L

= 14;M
L

= 32 m
U

= 16;M
U

= 34
We now use the developed formulas (Point 1 and 2 in 7.2.4) to decrease some of the domains:
 For correlation  = I() we nd l = 5; L = 14, and get the following constraints (C
d
= 1):
* 7  X
i
  i  18
* X
5 j
 27  j; 1  j  3
* X
11+j
 11 + j; 1  j  5
 For correlation  = I() we nd l = 4, and get the following constraints (C
d
= 1):
* 6  X
i
  i
* X
10 j
 34  j; 1  j  3
* X
18+j
 14 + j; 1  j  5
 For correlation  = R C() we nd l = 2; L = 4, and get the following constraints
(C
d
=  1):
* 2  X
i
  i  12
* X
5 j
 7 + j; 1  j  3
* X
18+j
 20  j; 1  j  5
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We can now nd the domains for X
(I;J)
i
; I; J 2 f; ; ; g, using the developed constraints,
as shown in the following table.
Note that for X
(;J)
i
; J 2 f; g, i is in [3,15], and for X
(;)
i
, i is in [7,20]. The third row
shows the domains before the constraints are used. The forth row shows the constraints from
point 1 in 7.2.4, and columns 3,5 and 7 shows the results from using point 2.
i D
(;)
i
D
(;)
i
D
(;)
i
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
f11::27g f7::20g f14::34g
7  X
i
  i  18 2  X
i
  i  12 6  X
i
  i
1 a
2 t
3 t  25 f11; 15; 19g  9 f10; 12g
4 a  26 f12; 16; 20; 21g  8 f9; 11; 15g
5 g  27 f13; 17g f8; 14g
6 t f15; 19; 23g f10; 12; 16g
7 a f16; 20; 21; 24g f9; 11; 15; 19g  31 f16; 20; 21; 24g
8 c f18; 22; 26g f13; 17g  32 f14; 18; 22; 26; 28; 30g
9 t f19; 23g f12; 16; 20g  33 f15; 19; 23; 31; 33g
10 a f20; 21; 24g f15; 19g f16; 20; 21; 24; 32; 34g
11 t f19; 23g f16; 20g f19; 23; 31; 33g
12 a  12 f20; 21; 24g  19 f15; 19g f20; 21; 24; 32; 34g
13 g  13 f25g  18 f18g f25; 27; 29g
14 c  14 f22; 26g  17 f17g f22; 26; 28; 30g
15 t  15 f23g  16 fg f23; 31; 33g
16 a f21; 24; 32; 34g
17 g f25; 27; 29g
18 c f26; 28; 30g
19 t  15 f31; 33g
20 a  16 f32; 34g
21 a
7.6.4 Using the s c-constraints
Now we can, for each correlation, nd for which i the s c-constraint is satised. Note that the
length of each string variable is in [3,5]. We don't show subsolutions, e.g.  = [11; 13];  =
[23; 25] is a subsolution of  = [11; 14];  = [23; 26]. The notation used is that  = [i; j] means
that  is the substring starting at position i and ending at j. By applying the s c-constraint to
each correlation we nd (Remembering the earlier reduced domains for the distance constraint
variables):
1. Correlation (; ); C
d
= 1
  = [3; 5];  = [11; 13]; [15; 17]
  = [11; 14];  = [23; 26] Note: subsolutions not given
2. Correlation (; ); C
d
=  1
32
  = [3; 5]; = [8; 10]
  = [11; 14]; = [17; 20]
3. Correlation (; ); C
d
= 1
  = [7; 10];  = [21; 24]
  = [8; 10];  = [18; 20]
  = [8; 12];  = [30; 34]
  = [13; 16];  = [29; 32]
  = [17; 20];  = [29; 32]
Note that the solutions for each correlation were found independently, hence we can perform
consistency-checking. However, if we use the solutions found for  in the second correlation
(; ) as guide for the third (; ), we only nd
  = [8; 10];  = [22; 24]
  = [8; 10];  = [18; 20]
  = [8; 10];  = [30; 32]
  = [17; 20];  = [29; 32]
We then have:
1. Correlation (; ); C
d
= 1
  = [3; 5];  = [11; 13]; [15; 17]
  = [11; 14];  = [23; 26]
2. Correlation (; ); C
d
=  1
  = [3; 5]; = [8; 10]
  = [11; 14]; = [17; 20]
3. Correlation (; ); C
d
= 1
  = [8; 10];  = [22; 24]
  = [8; 10];  = [18; 20]
  = [8; 10];  = [30; 32]
  = [17; 20];  = [29; 32]
7.6.5 Reformulating the problem
The reformulated problem is now node-consistent, we then check for arc-consistency. We know
that arc-consistency is satised for (; ); (; ); (; ). The other pairs with explicit distance
constraints are (; ) and (; ). We nd that arc-consistency is satised. Hence, the whole
system is arc-consistent.
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7.6.6 Searching
Searching is now performed, and for this example all solutions are found without backtracking.
   
[3; 5] [8; 10] [11; 13] [18; 20]
[22; 24]
[30; 32]
[15; 17] [18; 20]
[22; 24]
[30; 32]
[11; 14] [17; 20] [23; 26] [29; 32]
8 Further work
We are in the process of making an object-oriented design for the CSP solver based on the
specication given in Section 7 and implementing it in C++. The design process includes the
development of data structures and algorithms for representing and propagating constraints
and for the search process.
We further intend to investigate the possibility of interfacing this solver to the high-level
impementation which has been made using constraint logic programming. This will involve
dening a common interface and using the foreign-language facilities of the CLP language
chosen for this.
We are working on a formal semantics for our language, including the semantics of negation,
as well as of disjunction over both the set expressions as well as over the constraints.
More pactical testing of the language is in progress regading recognition of structures, compar-
ing our results with those of existing systems, e.g. [SD93]. We are in the process of improving
the eciency of our system by improving our matching algorithms.
A more challenging task for the future will be to develop structure discovery algorithm, and
we will need to decide whether we will wish to nd conserved structures. We intend to base
our approach on the framework that we have developed in [BJEG95].
We also plan to develop a language for the schematic description of the spatial structure of
proteins, broadly based on the approach which we have developed in this research. A rst step
in this direction could be the denition of a `regular-expression' language over string variables,
and also the denition of string constraints, for example the substring relation. The language
would be used for describing the spatial structure of proteins at dierent levels of structural
granularity (atoms, amino-acids, secondary and tertiary structures, etc.).
9 Summary and conclusions
During this research we have investigated how constraint based techniques can be used to
describe and search for patterns in sequences of symbols over nite alphabets. We have
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dened a declarative constraint-based language in which a user species the pattern he wishes
to search for. These patterns can range from strings and regular expressions to more complex
structures such as palindromes, repeats, stem loops and pseudo-knots. The expressive power
of the language is beyond that of the regular languages, and it is deterministic in the sense
that a pattern either does or does not match a given sequence. In the language the user can
specify what we call a structural pattern, which means it can include correlations between
dierent components of the pattern.
A pattern consists of a logical expression over components and a set of constraints on the
components, where a component is a description of a sequence of symbols. An input string
matches a pattern if for each component, it contains a matching substring such that all the
constraints are satised with respect to the logical expression over the components. It is
possible to constrain the length of a component, the distance between two components (relative
to a matching input string), the symbols of a substring matching a component, the position on
the input string matching a component, and the relation over the contents of two components.
We have dened an interpreter for this language as a constraint logic program over nite
domains and implemented the interpreter in several constraint logic programming systems.
We use a naive backtracking matching algorithm in this implementation which results in
inecient behaviour. However we have tested our implementation on some real biological
sequences with encouraging results.
We have designed a matching algorithm based on constraint satisfaction solving techniques
which will enable the user to eciently search for structures in biological sequences.
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